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BOAT

Dinghy  Mover  Wheels

These imported dinghy mover wheels allow one person to launch 
boats up to 4 metres in length without any dragging or heavy lifting.
It works on road, grass, sand, mud or gravel.  
It is made of strong and durable heavy gauge marine grade anodised 
aluminium with S/S fastenings and 200mm (8”) pneumatic wheels to 
make it easier to wheel the boat on all surfaces.
They are easy to fit and simply bolt on to the stern of the dinghy.
Once the boat is launched the wheels can be retracted and locked 
firmly into place above the waterline to eliminate any drag. 

RWB3742 PAIR retractable dinghy mover wheels - pneumatic

Supplied 
in PAIRS

When afloat, the legs drop down 
to the bottom of the slots. 
Simply swing the legs around the 
pivot pins to the retracted position.

Allow the legs to drop down 
into the slots, locking them in
position, out of the way, and
eliminating any water drag.

The weight of the boat locks 
the slotted leg into place in 
the wheeling position.

With  200mm  Pneumatic  Wheels

200mm  (8")
pneumatic tyres

20 - Boat  Wheelers  &  Movers

Australian made BOAT WHEELEZE allows one person to launch 
boats up to 3.6 metres length without any dragging or heavy lifting.
It works on road, grass, sand, mud or gravel.  
It is easy to fit, and of strong and durable marine grade construction.
Once the boat is launched the wheels lock firmly into place above 
the waterline to eliminate any drag.  Unique, efficient and durable.
BOAT WHEELEZE makes dinghy launching a breeze.

When afloat, the legs drop down 
to the bottom of the slots. 
Simply swing the legs around the 
pivot pins to the retracted position.

Replacement  Parts
SP174 Replacement 200mm wheel
SP175 Leg only - galvanised steel
SP176 Axle only for single version
SP177 Axle only for dual version
SP178 Transom bracket - aluminium

Allow the legs to drop down 
into the slots, locking them in
position, out of the way, and
eliminating any water drag.

The weight of the boat locks 
the slotted leg into place in 
the wheeling position.

The Boat Wheeleze is made from marine grade maTerials - The Transom brackeT is 
marine grade aluminium, wiTh galvanised sTeel legs, sTainless sTeel axle and 200mm x 
40mm semi-pneumaTic rubber wheels.  sTainless sTeel mounTing hardware is included.

Two versions of the BOAT WHEELEZE are available.
Double wheel version as pictured above for heavier
boats over sand, roads, gravel, mud and grass.
Single wheel version is lower priced, but is only
recommended for lighter boats over solid surfaces
or firm sand.  Sold per pair.

RWB3740 Single wheel version - pair
RWB3741 Double wheel version - pair

RWB3740 RWB3741

Boat  Wheeleze  -  Dinghy  Mover


